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Abstract. This paper addresses an open problem of keyword search in XML
trees: given relevant matches to keywords, how to compose query results prop-
erly so that they can be effectively ranked and easily understood by users. The
approaches adopted in the literature are oblivious to user search intention, making
ranking schemes ineffective on such results. Intuitively,each query has a search
target and each result should contain exactly one instance of the search target
along with its evidence about its relevance to the query. In this paper, we design
algorithms that compose atomic and intact query results driven by users’ search
targets. To infer search targets, we analyze return specifications in the query, the
modifying relationship among keyword matches and the entities involved in the
search. Experimental evaluations validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
approach.
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1 Introduction

Keyword search provides a simple and friendly mechanism to access the information
in XML documents for users who do not know structured query languages, or for the
applications in which data schemas are too complex or fast-changing.

To generate results for XML keyword search, we need to 1) Identify relevant matches
to input keywords. 2) Compose query results based on the relevant matches. 3) Rank
the results according to their relevance to input keywords.

Much research has been performed to address the challenges in the first and third
steps. For identifying relevant matches, existing approaches useV ariants ofL owest
CommonA ncestors to connect keyword matches, referred as VLCA in this paper [1–9].
For example, consider a query “Arizona, state” on the XML tree in Figure 1. In Figure 1,
we assign integer IDs to some nodes to facilitate illustration. Although there are many
matches tostate, only the one (with ID 2) that corresponds to theArizonamatch is
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Fig. 1. Sample XML Tree about Stores

considered relevant. For result ranking, a variety of ranking factors were proposed [2],
including result size, keyword proximity, number of keyword matches in the result, as
well as IR-style ranking functions.

However, little study has been done on the second problem: composing query re-
sults. In text search, a retrieval unit is adocumentin the repository, and thus the problem
of result composition is inapplicable. In contrast, XML keyword search engines returns
subtrees in the XML data tree in order to provide finer-grained query results and to
better satisfy the users’ needs. Given relevant keyword matches, how to dynamically
extract a right subtree from the original data tree as a queryresult is not trivial. At the
same time, the way of composing results in XML keyword searchhas crucial effects on
result ranking and user search experience, as to be shown in the following examples.

Example 1.A user seeking the stores selling cameras in Arizona would issue a query
“Arizona, camera, store”. Consider the XML tree in Figure 1 as a fragment of the XML
data.

One popular query result composition methods is named asSubtree Resultin this
paper, adopted in many existing work [4, 10, 11]. Subtree Result defines a query result
as a tree rooted at a VLCA node consisting ofall relevant matches that are descendants
of this VLCA node and the paths connecting them.

For this query, Subtree Result only returns one result: the tree rooted at astatenode
(0.0) that contains the match toArizonaandall the matches tostoreandcamera, as
shown in Figure 2(a).

Such a result is not informative to the user. As we would imagine, there are hun-
dreds of stores in Arizona that sells cameras. Instead of checking all of them, a user
would want to find the top ranked stores to visit, where the ranking might consider
store reputation (mimic to page-rank), the number of cameras sold (related to TFIDF
ranking), location (related to local search), among other factors. However, with all the
camera stores in Arizona in a single result, none of the existing ranking methods can
rank the stores. With such a query result, a user would have tospend prohibitive amount
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(a) Subtree Results
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(b) Pattern Match Results
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(c) Desirable Results

Fig. 2. Results of Query “Arizona, Camera, Store”

of efforts to check the information of every store, design a ranking method herself to
rank the stores in order to decide which few of them to visit.

Besides Subtree Return, the other commonly used result composition method is
calledPattern Match, used in [2, 3]. Pattern Match defines a query result as a tree rooted
at a VLCA node consisting ofexactly one relevant match to each query keywordand
the paths connecting them.

For the query “Arizona, camera, store” on the XML tree in Figure 1, some sample
results generated by Pattern Match are shown in Figure 2(b).As we can see, each result
has information of exactly one camera.

Such results can be annoying. The data may have thousands of cameras, sold by
hundreds of stores. The query user looks forstoresthat sells cameras, not cameras. It’s
much more desirable to have all distinct stores ranked automatically, rather than having
the user to read tens of cameras sold by the same store and to manually rank the stores
in order to find the top ranked ones.

In contrast to the two existing approaches, this paper presents techniques that com-
pose query results based on the inferred search semantics. For the same query “Arizona,
camera, store”, we identify that the user is looking for camera stores in Arizona, and
compose query results such that each result contains information of one distinct store,
along with the related matches toArizonaandcameraas evidence of its relevance, such
as the two query results shown in Figure 2(c). In this way, when results are properly
ranked, a user obtains the top ranked stores.

Intuitively, each keyword search has a goal, either a real world entity or relationship
among entities, as observed in [12]. We use termsearch targetto refer to the information
that the user is looking for in a query, andtarget instanceto denote each instance of the
search target in the data. Each desirable query result should haveexactly one target
instancealong with all associated evidence that shows the relevanceto the user query,
so that top-k ranked results corresponds to top-k ranked search target instances.

Based on this intuition, we propose a novel technique to automatically compose
atomic and intact query results for XML keyword searches. Unlike the existing ap-
proaches, which are oblivious to users’ search intentions,the proposed query result
composition isdriven by the user search targetand hence is ranking friendly. Experi-
mental evaluations validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.



2 Target Driven Query Result Composition

Users who issue queries often desire the information of one or a set of entities that
satisfy certain conditions. We name such entities astarget entities. In this section we
first introduce the data model and then discuss how to automatically infer target entities
from user query and data. Then we discuss how to compose meaningful query results
based on relevant matches and inferred target entities. We propose strategies to compose
query result centred around the inferred search target.

2.1 Identifying Target Entities

We first introduce the data model of an XML tree. We consider a node in the XML data
tree has one of three categories:entitiesthat represent real world objects,attributesthat
describe the corresponding entities, andconnection nodeswhich connect other nodes
but do not have much meaning. Our system adopts the heuristics developed in [10] to
infer node categories. For example, in Figure 1,stateis entity andnameis its attribute.
storesis a connection node. AKeyword Queryis a set of words. AQuery Resultis a
tree that consists of a set of relevant matches as well as the edges connecting them.
Relevant keyword matches and VLCA nodes can be identified by applying one of the
existing works introduced in Section 1. An entity instance is arelevant entity instance
if it is on the path from a VLCA node to a relevant match in XML tree. The types of
such data nodes arerelevant entities. Consider query “Arizona, camera, store” on the
data in Figure 1. The relevant entities arestate, storeandproduct.

We infer target entities by analyzing the matches to input keywords and the XML
data structure.Often a query has two parts: the informationthat a user is looking for,
referred asreturn node, and the constraints that should be satisfied, referred assearch
predicates. These are analogous to theselectclause versuswhereclause in SQL queries.
For example, a user may look for stores in Arizona and issue a query “Arizona, store”.
In this query, store is a return node, and Arizona is a search predicate.

To automatically detect return nodes and search predicatesfrom a user query, we
observe that if an entity or attribute node name is specified in a query without informa-
tion about its associated attribute values, then likely this node name represents a return
node, and its attribute values are what the user is looking for. On the other hand, an
attribute value node (e.g.,Arizona), or a pair of attribute name and value (e.g.,state,
Arizona) is likely to be a search predicate.

In a queryQ, we consider a keywordk to be areturn nodeif one of the following
conditions holds, otherwise is a search predicate. 1)k matches an entitye, and there is
no keywordk′ that matches its attribute or attribute value. 2)k matches a connection
or attribute nodeu, and there is no keywordk′ matching a nodev, such thatu is an
ancestor ofv.

Next we can infer target entities from return nodes. If a return node is an entity
node, then it is a target entity. If a return node is an attribute (e.g.,address), then the
associated entity (e.g.,store) is considered as a target entity. Otherwise, a return node is
a connection node (e.g.,storesin sample XML document), then its nearest descendant
entities are considered as target entities (e.g.,store).



However, not all user queries provide hints for return nodes. In case the query key-
words do not contain return nodes, we exam all the relevant entities and the relation-
ships between search predicates and theses entities to identify target entities. We have
two observations. First, a user may use the attribute valuesto modify an entity (e.g. find
stores that are named Fry’s), or attribute values of a related entity to modify an entity
(e.g. find stores that are in the state of Arizona). Second, each search predicate keyword
shall modify the instances of the target entity. In other words, removing any keyword
from the query will return different target instances. For example, users will not use
query “Arizona, Store” to search for states that are named as“Arizona” and that have a
store, because every state has stores, and keyword “store” does not modify instances of
state. We proposemodifierto represent a keyword match of search predicate andmodi-
fying relationshipto represent the relationship between the match and an entity. Based
on observation 1, we define modifier to be any attribute value or name-value pairA
connected to entityE. Furthermore, based on observation 2A is a modifier if there is at
least one instance ofE in the XML tree which does not have A connected. OtherwiseA

cannot be used to further describeE. SoE is a target entity when all search predicates
can modify it. Due to limited space, we refer readers to [13] for details.

When there is only a single target entity, it is called thecenter entityof the query
result which is the search target of the keyword query. When there are no target entities
found, we consider all relevant entities as target entities. When there are multiple target
entities found, besides these entities we further considerthe relationships between them
as search targets.

2.2 Composing a Query Result

As illustrated by examples in Section 1, results of XML keyword search should be
atomic, i.e., consist of a single target instance; andintact, i.e., contain the whole target
instance together with all its supporting information. Forexample, in Example 1, each
query result should correspond to a distinct store. Atomicity enables the ranking method
to rank the target instances and show the top-k most relevantones to the user. Also, each
query result should have all supporting information, all cameras sold by the store. With
intactness, a ranking method can have the whole view of each target instance to give a
fair ranking. A keyword match ofk is supporting information of a target instancee if
there are no other keyword matches ofk with closer relationship toe [13].

When a query has multiple target entities, we observe that atomicity and intactness
may not be simultaneously achievable. Consider Figure 1 forexample. If bothstateand
storeare known as target entities, then allstorenodes in the subtree of astatenode
constitute the supporting information of thestatenode. According to intactness, they
should all be included in the result that contains thisstatenode. However, according to
atomicity, only onestorenode can be included in one result. In this case, since atomicity
and intactness are not both achievable, we choose to achieveintactness using subtree
result. The reason is that subtree result can be achieved much more efficiently and
scalably than pattern match.



3 Algorithms

In this section, we present the indexes and algorithms to efficiently identify target enti-
ties and generate meaningful query results.

3.1 Indexes

A core operation in the query composition is to identify target entities. There are three
indexes we use:Label Index, Node Index, andModifier Index. Label Index is an inverted
index, which retrieves a list of data nodes given a keyword.

As discussed in Section 2, we have different strategies for determining target entities
in two different situations. If there are return nodes specified in input keywords, target
entities are the entities associated with the return nodes.Otherwise, if return nodes are
not specified, we check the modifying relationship between each attribute value that
matches a keyword and each relevant entity involved in the query.

For the first case, we need to quickly determine a return node’s associated entity.
To support this, we build a node index for all entity and attribute nodes. For an entity
node, the entry includes all its attribute values. For an attribute node, the entry includes
its value and its parent entity.

For the second case, we need to quickly determine whether a predicate is a modifier
of an entity type. To support it, we build a Modifier index thatrecords the modifying
relationship between attribute values (more accurately, attribute name value pairs) and
entities. In this index, each attribute value has an associated list that records the entities
that arenot modified by this attribute value. Since the entities that aremodified by an
attribute value are far more than those that are not modified by it, we record the negative
cases.

3.2 Generating Query Results

Now we present our algorithms, which takes relevant matchesto a keyword query
(which are obtained by adopting one of the existing approaches [2, 14, 3, 4]) and in-
dexes as input, and composes meaningful query results.

Based on Section 2, first we need to identify target entities based on return nodes
and search predicates. Second, we use target entities to construct query results which
are atomic and intact.

For a keyword search, first we use the label index to retrieve all nodes matched
by a query keyword. Second, we compute VLCA nodes, each of which is the root of
one or more query result trees, for which purpose we use the algorithm proposed in
XKSearch [4]. Third, we find relevant entity instances by checking whether they are
on the paths from from a VLCA to a relevant match (Section 2.1). Fourth, using node
index, we can determine the node category of each keyword match and then infer the
return nodes and search predicates of the query. To achieve that, we first retrieve the
entry for each keyword. If it is matched by an entity or attribute name, we further exam
whether other keywords match a value of an attribute of the entity or a value of the
attribute. If a keyword is matched by an entity or attribute name but no other keywords
match its value, then this keyword is a return node, otherwise search predicate. If return



nodes are present, we can find the corresponding target entity instances by accessing the
node index as well. Otherwise, we find the modifying relationship and consequently
the target entity instances using the modifier index by checking whether each search
predicate modifies the target entity instance or not. Next, if a center entity exists, then
each relevant entity instance that is an instance of the center entity leads to a query
result. For each such entity instancee, a query result is generated consisting ofe and its
supporting information (Section 2.2), together with theirconnections. Such a result is
atomic and intact. If there is no center entity, it takes the default mode, which requires
the result to beintact. To achieve that, it generates query results by returning the relevant
matches in the subtrees rooted at VLCA nodes.

4 Experiments

In this section we present experimental study of our approach for composing query
results,Targeted Return.

We have tested one data set: Baseball [15] with 15 real user queries 5. We compare
Targeted Return with Subtree Result and Pattern Match. For each query, the users were
given the results generated by the three approaches with shuffled order, and were asked
to give an overall satisfaction score based on their impression of each query result of
scale [1, 3]: 3 means I have no trouble finding what I am lookingfor; 2 means I need
efforts to extract the desired information from the results; 1 means I cannot find what
I am looking for without re-organizing the results. The average scores of the three ap-
proaches of all 15 test queries given by the user is shown in Figure 3. Targeted Return
got the best score of 2.76, followed by Pattern Match 1.92 andSubtree Result 1.15. This
indicates that the organization of query results by Targeted Return is closest to users’
expectations. Response time of all three systems over the 15queries are shown in Fig-
ure 4.e indicates that the system Pattern Match fails to return any query results because
of its data size limit. As we can see, Targeted Return achieves comparable processing
time with other systems.
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Fig. 3. User Scores of Query Results
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Fig. 4. Processing Time on Baseball Data

5 https://db.tt/omJcnxdX



5 Conclusions

Our approach of composing query results is driven by search targets, and produces
atomic and intact results. To identify user search targets,we infer return nodes for key-
word searches and the modifying relationship among attribute values and entities in
the data. Then we determine the target entities and center entity for a keyword search,
based on which query results are composed. Experimental evaluation has shown the
effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
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